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About This Game

Goat Life is an unusual 2D platformer with elements of survival in which you have to go through a variety of levels for a goat.
The goat loves to eat cabbage from farm beds, this led to the fact that farmers placed traps in all fields and now the goat needs

to be careful. Your main task in this game is to collect certain items on the level and avoid contact with the traps. After you
collect all the items on the level, the door to the goat's house opens, passing in which you go to the next level. Be careful,

because the goat has only one attempt to pass the level.
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Title: Goat Life
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Publisher:
Vyacheslav Shilikhin
Release Date: 25 May, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP\Vista\7\8\10

Processor: Intel Core i5

Memory: 1024 MB RAM

Graphics: 200MB

DirectX: Version 5.2
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Not sure if this is scam or pure terrible. Fun, cheap, simple yet complex, great smooth/tight controls, high replay value, coop,
fast, starts easly and ramps up nicely over time. Overall a great game. =)

Still going to play more later =3. I love local multiplayer games. I played this with some friends, and its bad♥♥♥♥♥ You must
have game controllers. The orange dude is my favorite.

Its quick, fast, perfect for drinking and parties.

i love the death animations.. Urgh, I nearlly clicked "recommend", but only because, like me, it might be worth adding another
4p local multiplayer game to your library if you're collecting them. But only for something a little different, not because it's
particularly good.

In the end I decided it's wierd to have a "recommend" and then actually rip it apart in the description. So I changed it to a "don't
recommend" to catch the eye of the devs in hopes they might take on the feedback.

It's main problem is it's just not obvious how to play. You all kind of randomly kill each other over and over and over again, in a
chaotic mess ove over-sized bullets that bounce off the wall and are moving too fast to react to. Half of your deaths are by
shooting yourself. Yes you can eventually get better at it but the fact that everyone's initial game is just random deaths where
you can barely make out what's happening amongst the chaos, is a testimant to how unintuitive the whole thing feels.

By comparison, I use TowerFall in game tournaments at the college I teach at, and people who've never played before quickly
become used to it and really get into it, even people who don't normally play games. It's quite obvious what you're doing - you
can jump on heads, aim and shoot, and re-collect your limited arrows. You can clearly see the cause and effect - everything is a
good size, and a good SPEED, and not cluttered at all (in spite of having 4 players on one screen) and everything important
(aiming, kills, etc.) is broadcast very very clearly.
AND YET it is still very competative, and you can get very skilled at it, and it can be classified as "twitched based gameplay"
(just as Charge Shot does). I have seen some\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665from Towerfall, man. You can get so
good at it.

With Charge Shot, we played it for a good 10 minutes and I still don't feel like I "get" it. I get that you kinda don't want to be
horizontal with anyone, and if you do pass in front, press the shield button and you'll more than likely bounce the shot they fire
at you and kill them. But everything still feels 50-50. Wins don't really feel like wins, just "oh that turned out in my favour
randomly, cool, I guess."
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It does come down to the controls a lot;

The jet pack thing feels fairly frustrating, the delay before it sends you upward doesn't seem like you can use it to get out of the
way quickly, and when it does pick up speed, it's so fast you can't really use it effectively and mostly go all the way to the top.
So you kind of just float around, kinda trying not to pass in front of anyone.

The bullets are very big, very fast, and bounce off the wall, so once someone fires in your direction, you're not going to dodge it
- in fact you're likely to kill yourself from your own shot due to the bounce. That's really unintuitive, to fire a weapon which has
such a high chance of killing its owner.

On top of that, each shot has a huge amount of kickback, which added to everything else, is the icing on the cake in really taking
control away from you and feel like you're trying to remote control a toy car on a bed of marbles by pushing it around with a
stick. That's an analogy I just came up with to express the lack of control we felt we had over the characters.

Look, I'm sure the developers really love this game and are "good" at it and have fun with it, otherwise they wouldn't have put so
much polish on it. I just don't feel like it was tested on other people very much. I don't think it's a good idea to make a game that
only you can play, it needs to be acessable as well as being competative and skill based.. spamming mouse simulator. Requested
refund. Controls are broken. No Trading cards. It's a joke. Television is for appearing on, not looking at.. Bought this game
because i like sandbox games.
Turned out to be a very good game, starts off pretty slow, mats are hard to find (ore and such) but once you get the hang of it its
pretty awesome, im hoping the devs keep retouching this game. has great potential.
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Fun puzzles, great characters, killer art and soundtrack.. MIXED FEELINGS.

I loved this game for a long time... but over the years it has become a game that is not worth playing if you dream of reaching
the level cap without spending $$$ or most of your free time.

I have many words for this game but I will keep it short because I`m dissapointed with the current state of the game.

Try it out see for your self and GL & HF.. How to delete it? ( ͡° ͜ʖ ͡°). Really wanted to like this game but in it's current state i
can't recomend.

Understandably it's a EA game but it needs so much more polish that i don't think it is even ready to be a EA game.
It's very buggy. couldn't get past the tutorial a few times because of crashes.
Another bug made time freeze, so nothing was happening.
Everything happens so slowly. Example: takes guests forever to order, after being sat down.
 even at a fastest speed.

Would be nice if there was more animations to see, while you waited.
Like speech or thought bubbles, i'd like to know what they ordering.
I'd like to see actual cooking animations not just standing infront of equipment.

. Let me start by saying that this is a GREAT game. Im currently 12th in the world on the forest with a shotgun ( Very proud of
myself)
I normally like to give some positives and negatives but there really is only one slight negative, this is quite cpu heavy so getting
abit of lag when the larger groups or on screen. However this isnt the games fault, I should just upgrade.. My personal RIP
Trilogy shortcut. (The game closes and then redirects you to a steam store page of another ♥♥♥♥♥♥ game, this game will not
start unless you download RIP Trilogy demo)

The game sucks badly.. Top notch game.
Top of the class for realistic physics.
Top of the class for replay value- The levels never get old!
Only real criticism I have with the game are the graphics, however it is obvious that this is not the focus of the game.
8/10- Wish new levels would be added!. This game is easily one of my favorite VR experiences, though it does have some
glaring issues.
A lot of people say this is like Subnautica in space but that makes no sense whatsoever, because this is absolutely nothing like
Subnautica in any way. It would actually be way more accurate to say that this is a lot like Raft in space, the wreckages being
like the materials floating in the water, and the abandoned/broken down spaceships and spacestations being like the islands you
occasionally float past.

The biggest two issues I have is that there's no option to make the AI stop giving you tips about things, because it's incredibly
annoying to hear the AI say to return to the station every time my oxygen is half empty, incredibly annoying to hear a lecture
about growing food whenever my hunger is half empty, and incredibly annoying to get a lecture about where my materials go
after I salvage something.

The other issue is that it's too easy to open the helmet, as just grabbing the general area of the handle will make it open and this
is incredibly easy to do on accident when trying to move around, and I've died multiple times by doing this in space while trying
to move around on wreckages to salvage them. There should at least be a motion of pulling up the handle to open the helmet or
something to make this happen way less.
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